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Open Access – Why?
Research moves faster and more efficiently
Greater visibility and impact
Better monitoring, assessment and evaluation of 
research
Enables new semantic technologies (text-mining and 
data-mining)








Form a network across the world



















Total at October 2010: 1750
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What’s in it for authors?
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An author’s own testimony on open 
access visibility
“Self-archiving in the PhilSci Archive 
has given instant world-wide visibility 
to my work. As a result, I was invited to 
submit papers to refereed international 







And it gets used
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Professor Martin Skitmore
School of Urban Design, QUT
“There is no doubt in my mind that ePrints will have 
improved things – especially in developing countries such 
as Malaysia … many more access my papers who 
wouldn’t have thought of contacting me personally in the 
‘old’ days.
While this may … increase … citations, the most 
important thing … is that at least these people can find 

















% increase in citations with Open Access
Range = 36%-200%
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Data: Gargouri & Harnad, 2010
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Total Research Income: QUT and sector











































Senior Lecturer, Design, QUT
“Just last week, the General Manager of 
Sustainable Development from an 
Australian rural industry called me – based 
on reading one of my research papers in 
ePrints.  
He loved what he read ..... and we are now 
in discussion about how we can help them 
measure their industry’s social impacts.”
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Resources
General, comprehensive resource on Open Access:
OASIS 
(Open Access Scholarly Information Sourcebook)
www.openoasis.org





Thank you for listening
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